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Androgyne, rag doll, Buddha, Devil, Medusa, magician of the self – 
Surrealist artist, writer and activist Claude Cahun played all these roles 
MR�LIV�IRMKQEXMG�TLSXSKVETLW��;LEX�QMKLX�E�QSZMRK�MQEKI�½PQ�F]�
Claude Cahun look like? This innovative exhibition brings together 
0SRHSR�½PQQEOIV�7EVEL�4YGMPP´W������½PQ�Magic Mirror with the original 
TLSXSKVETLW�JVSQ�XLI�����W��³��W��ERH�³��W�F]�'PEYHI�'ELYR�XLEX�
MRWTMVIH�XLI�½PQ��Magic Mirror JYP½PPW�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETLW´�MQTPMIH�½PQMG�
potential, almost a century later.

8LI�I\LMFMX�NY\XETSWIW�'PEYHI�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETLW�ERH�7EVEL�4YGMPP´W�
½PQ�EW�TEVEPPIP�GYPXYVEP�QMWWMZIW�SR�XLI�TVMQEG]�SJ�WIPJ�MRZIRXMSR�ERH�XLI�
TS[IV�SJ�MQEKMREXMSR��[MXL�'ELYR�TPE]MRK�QYWI�XS�7EVEL�4YGMPP´W���WX�
century cinematic interpretation. On the walls of the Nunnery Gallery, a 
JSVQIV�GSRZIRX�MR�0SRHSR�[MXL�HMWXMRGXMZI�EVGL[E]W��'ELYR´W�WIPJ�TSVXVEMX�
photographs – some depicting her in the stone archways at her house 
in Jersey, Channel Islands – echo architecturally and cinematically across 
time and space.

INTRODUCTION
Across Two Worlds
By Liena Vayzman 

Claude Cahun, c. 1939. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections





8LI�WLMJX�JVSQ�TLSXSKVETL]�XS�½PQ�IREGXW�ER�EPGLIQMGEP�XVERWJSVQEXMSR�
JVSQ�XLI�X[S�HMQIRWMSRW�SJ�XLI�¾EX�TLSXSKVETLMG�WYVJEGI�XS�XLI�JSYV�
HMQIRWMSRW�SJ�½PQ��EHHMRK�XLI�EWTIGXW�SJ�QSZMRK�MQEKI�ERH�XMQI��'ELYR´W�
photographs enact a performative mise en scène. The photographs 
that art historians earlier deemed self portraits sometimes were made 
MR�GSPPEFSVEXMSR�[MXL�'ELYR´W�PMJI�TEVXRIV�1EVGIP�1SSVI��[LS�PMOIP]�
[EW�FILMRH�XLI�GEQIVE�EX�XMQIW��XSKIXLIV�IREGXMRK�[LEX�-´ZI�GEPPIH�ER�
³IVSXMGW�SJ�GSPPEFSVEXMSR´��whereby reciprocity during the photographic 
TVSGIWW�MRXIVX[MRIW�[MXL�UYIIV�WI\YEPMX]���%�RYQFIV�SJ�'ELYR´W�
TLSXSKVETLW�TSVXVE]�LIV�EW�E�TIVJSVQIV�MR�EZERX�KEVHI�XLIEXVI��&VMRKMRK�
the photographs and photomontages to life in an unprecedented 
QERRIV�[MXL���QQ�FPEGO�ERH�[LMXI�GIPPYPSMH�½PQ�XIGLRSPSK]��MRRSZEXMZI�
production, and meticulous sound design, Pucill marshals theatrical mise 
IR�WGrRI��WXEKMRK��ZSMGI�SZIV�SJ�XVERWPEXMSRW�SJ�'ELYR´W�XI\X�Aveux non 
avenus (Disavowals�������, and stop motion animation of portions of 
'ELYR�ERH�1SSVI´W�TLSXSQSRXEKIW��4YGMPP�GEWXW�0SRHSR�TIVJSVQERGI�
artist Andro Andrex in the guise of Cahun, not for a physical similarity, 
FYX�JSV�XLI�TEVEPPIP�WIRWMFMPMX]�SJ�KIRHIV�RSR�GSRJSVQMX]��TIVJSVQEXMZMX]��
and pioneering queer visual identity. Two other main actors, Rowina 
Lennon and Kate Hart, also appear as Cahun, complicating any notion of 
a singular stable subject position. 

4YGMPP�YWIW�WIPIGXMSRW�SJ�'ELYR´W�[VMXMRKW�MR�)RKPMWL�XVERWPEXMSR�EW�XLI�ZSMGI�
over, with the chapter titles of Aveux non avenus forming the structure 
JSV�XLI�WIGXMSRW�SJ�XLI�½PQ��)EGL�½PQ�WIGXMSR�FIKMRW�[MXL�ER�ERMQEXMSR�
of one of the corresponding photomontages made by Marcel Moore 
±EJXIV�HIWMKRW�F]�XLI�EYXLSV²�VITVSHYGIH�EW�LIPMSKVEZYVIW�MR�XLI������
edition. Thus, Magic Mirror engages with both the text and the images of 
Aveux non avenus,�WXEKMRK�MQEKMRIH�½PQIH�WGIREVMSW�MR�VIWTSRWI�XS�XLI�
XI\X�ERH�VI�QEOMRK��VI�TLSXSKVETLMRK��ERH�ERMQEXMRK�XLI�TLSXSQSRXEKIW�
ERH�'ELYR´W�SXLIV�YRTYFPMWLIH�TLSXSKVETLW��8LI�VIWYPXMRK�½PQ�JSVQW�E�
L]FVMH��¾YMH�MRXIVGLERKI�FIX[IIR�EVXMWXW�ERH�[SVPHW��
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Claude Cahun & Marcel Moore, Photomontage Plate IX: I.O.U. 
Aveux non avenus, 1930. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections



8LI�TPEGIQIRX�SJ�WXMPPW�JVSQ�4YGMPP´W�½PQ�EQSRK�XLI�MRWXEPPEXMSR�SJ�'ELYR´W�
photographs at the Nunnery Gallery further elides boundaries between 
artists and historical timeframes. As Helena Reckitt and Pucill herself have 
RSXIH��XLI�ETTVSTVMEXMSR�ERH�MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�SJ�'ELYR´W�[SVO�MR�Magic 
Mirror�VEMWIW�UYIWXMSRW�EFSYX�±XLI�TVEGXMGI�SJ�VI�WXEKMRK�XLI�[SVO�SJ�ER�
artist who has no say in the matter.”� However, the artistic strategies of 
appropriating, sampling, remixing, and quoting historical precedents are 
characteristic of our postmodern era, evident across contemporary art, 
TLSXSKVETL]��I�K��'MRH]�7LIVQER��=EWYQEWY�1SVMQYVE��QYWMG��JEWLMSR��
½PQ��ERH�TSTYPEV�GYPXYVI��-RHIIH��'PEYHI�'ELYR�LIVWIPJ�HVI[�YTSR�ER�
encyclopaedic knowledge of mythology, literature, classics, philosophy, 
ERH�TST�GYPXYVI�WXIVISX]TIW�MR�[VMXMRK�XLI�QYPXM�ZSMGIH�Aveux non avenus 
(Disavowals�ERH�MR�WXEKMRK�LIVWIPJ�JSV�XLI�GEQIVE��8LI�VIQEOMRK�ERH�
quotation of images – akin to the concept of “intertextuality” in literary 
GVMXMGMWQ���GER�JYRGXMSR�EW�E�TEVXMGYPEVP]�UYIIV�WXVEXIK]��FSXL�SJ�XVIRGLERX�
GYPXYVEP�GVMXMUYI��EW�JSV�'ELYR�ERH�LSQEKI��MR�4YGMPP´W�GEWI��'ELYR´W�
face in its many disguises proliferates, for example, in Plate IX: I.O.U. of 
Aveux non avenus. Around the conglomeration, Cahun writes: “Under 
XLMW�QEWO�ERSXLIV�QEWO��-�WLEPP�RIZIV�½RMWL�XEOMRK�SJJ�EPP�XLIWI�JEGIW�²�
Overlapping, fusion, fragmentation and replication of the body and face 
are key pictorial strategies in nearly all the photomontages, announcing a 
self that is always multiple and in transformation. Likewise, Magic Mirror 
IREGXW�E���WX�GIRXYV]�XVERWJSVQEXMSR�MR�GSRZIVWEXMSR�[MXL�XLI�[SVO�SJ�
Claude Cahun, entangling the two artists and eras together like the hair 
SJ�XLI�X[S�[SQIR�[IEZMRK�XSKIXLIV�MR�XLI�½PQ��±8LI�QSQIRX�[LIR�
our two heads, ah, our hair becoming inextricably entwined, bent over 
a photograph. A portrait of one or the other. Our two narcissisms 
drowning in it. It was the impossible realised in a magic mirror.”�

7MKRM½GERX�HMJJIVIRGIW�I\MWX�FIX[IIR�0SRHSR�MR������ERH�XLI�]IEVW�SJ�
'ELYR´W�PMJI��[LMGL�WTERRIH�XLI�EZERX�KEVHI�FIX[IIR�;;-�ERH�;;--�
in Paris, a time of progressive cultural vibrancy tinged with misogyny, 
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homophobia, and increasing conservatism: French women did not have 
the right to vote; and gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people 
at times gained artistic terrain (particularly among the economically 
TVMZMPIKIH��WYGL�EW�+IVXVYHI�7XIMR�ERH�%PMGI�8SOPEW��FYX�RSX�]IX�TSPMXMGEP�
KEMRW�WYGL�EW�QEVVMEKI�VMKLXW�ERH�RSR�HMWGVMQMREXMSR�TVSXIGXMSRW�EW�[I�
see today in the West. Cahun, as a queer Jewish artist, lived through the 
VMWI�SJ�JEWGMWQ��GEXEWXVSTLMG�ERXM�7IQMXMWQ��;SVPH�;EV�--��ERH�XLI�+IVQER�
Occupation of the Channel Islands, which Cahun and Moore actively 
VIWMWXIH��8LI�KVEZMX]�SJ�'ELYR´W�LMWXSVMGEP�QSQIRX�MW�VIHIIQIH�F]�XLI�
PMJI�SJ�XLI�MQEKMREXMSR��[LMGL�4YGMPP�MKRMXIW�EW�E�WSVX�SJ�IZIVPEWXMRK�¾EQI�
burning across the generations. 

;I�EVI�[MXRIWWMRK�'PEYHI�'ELYR´W�GMRIQEXMG�EJXIVPMZIW�� Two prior 
½PQW�LEZI�I\TPSVIH�'ELYR´W�EVX�ERH�FMSKVETL]�MR�XLI�TEWX�HIGEHI��
0M^^MI�8L]RRI´W�Playing A Part�ERH�&EVFEVE�,EQQIV´W�Lover/Other.� Both 
blend staged scenes and documentary interviews with art historians and 
EWWSGMEXIW��-R�GSRXVEWX�XS�XLIWI�L]FVMH�HSGYQIRXEV]�½PQW��7EVEL�4YGMPP´W�
Magic Mirror�JYRGXMSRW�EW�XVERW�GLVSRSPSKMGEP�GMRIQEXMG�GSPPEFSVEXMSR�
between two artists – kindred spirits, one living and one dead. Magic 
Mirror�WEQTPIW��VIQM\IW��ERH�VIMQEKMRIW�'ELYR´W�[VMXXIR�[SVHW�ERH�
visual images in a thrilling, uncanny way. The thrill comes from seeing 
ERH�LIEVMRK�[LEX�'ELYR�QMKLX�LEZI�GVIEXIH�[MXL�½PQ�ERH�WSYRH��SV�
MR�GSPPEFSVEXMSR�[MXL�E�½PQQEOIV��4YGMPP�LEW�FIIR�IRKEKMRK�[MXL�XLI�
[SVO�SJ�'ELYR�JSV�SZIV����]IEVW�EW�I\IQTPM½IH�MR�LIV�WLSVX�½PQ�Cast 
�������4YGMPP´W�WXEKMRK�SJ�X[S�[SQIR�OMWWMRK�XLVSYKL�E�QMVVSV�MW�ER�
EVXMWXMG�ETTVSEGL�XLEX�VI�IQFSHMIW�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETLW��ERMQEXMRK�
them in the sense of breathing in life, but also innovates by visually 
enacting the written texts. Moving between the languages of written 
word, spoken word, moving image, and still photograph, Magic Mirror 
XVERWGIRHW�FSYRHEVMIW�SJ�QIHME�ERH�EYXLSVWLMT��'SQTEVMRK�'ELYR´W�WXMPP�
TLSXSKVETLW�[MXL�4YGMPP´W�MQEKMRIH�WGIREVMSW�XERKMFP]�ZMWYEPMWIW�TVSGIWWIW�
ERH�FEGOWXSVMIW��[LIVI�4YGMPP�HMEPSKYIW�[MXL�'ELYR��&]�PMROMRK�E���WX�



century artist with her predecessor/muse, this exhibition participates in 
continued mapping of a queer genealogy and intergenerational dialogue.

8LI�GYVVIRX�QMRMRK�SJ�'ELYR´W�SIYZVI�KSIW�XS�XLI�LIEVX�SJ�XSHE]´W�
XLISVIXMGEP�GSRGIVRW�MR�XLI�½IPHW�SJ�KIRHIV�ERH�WI\YEPMX]�WXYHMIW��
GSRXIQTSVEV]�EVX��TLSXSKVETL]��½PQ��ZMHIS�ERH�QYWMG��8LI�[MPJYPP]�
ERXM�QEMRWXVIEQ�EIWXLIXMGW�SJ�E�GSYRXIVGYPXYVEP�MHIRXMX]��QEWUYIVEHIW��
performativity, attack on restrictive gender norms, and a politics of 
resistance that are hallmarks of Claude Cahun resonate in artists 
as diverse as performer Leigh Bowery; video artists Patty Chang 
ERH�2EVGMWWMWXIV��TYRO�VSGO��VIGEPP�'ELYR´W�WLEZIH�LIEH�MR�������
photographer Catherine Opie who documented queer culture in 
XLI�����W��XVERWKIRHIV�EVXMWX�HYS�>EGLEV]�(VYGOIV�ERH�6L]W�)VRWX�
[LS�TLSXSKVETL�XLIMV�XVERWJSVQEXMSR�ERH�VIPEXMSRWLMT��ERH�TSWX�TST�
queercore band The Third Sex (taking their name from a concept by 
,EZIPSGO�)PPMW��XLI�WI\SPSKMWX�[LSWI�[SVO�'ELYR�XVERWPEXIH�MRXS�*VIRGL�7 
0MOI�7EVEL�4YGMPP��EPP�SJ�XLIWI�EVXMWXW�WLEVI�'PEYHI�'ELYR´W�GSQQMXQIRX�
to imaging other worlds where restrictive societal rules are broken 
and reshaped, bodies are not stable, identity is malleable, and historical 
trajectories collide and fuse.
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��Liena Vayzman, The Self-Portraits of Claude Cahun: Transgression, Self-Representation, and 
Avant-Garde Photography,�4L(�HMWWIVXEXMSR��=EPI�9RMZIVWMX]��97%��������
��Claude Cahun, Aveux non avenus,�4EVMW��'EVVIJSYV��������4YFPMWLIH�MR�)RKPMWL��'PEYHI�
Cahun, Disavowals,�XVERWPEXIH�F]�7YWER�HI�1YXL��0SRHSR��8EXI�4YFPMWLMRK��������
��Helena Reckitt, Between Mirrors, brochure accompanying DVD, Magic Mirror, London: 
09<������
��Claude Cahun, Disavowals,�'LETXIV����ERH�EW�ZSMGI�SZIV�MR�Magic Mirror. 
��I developed the concept in the talk Claude Cahun’s Cinematic Afterlife, prepared for the 
Queer Experimental Film and Video Panel, College Art Association conference, New 
=SVO��������
��Playing A Part: The Story of Claude Cahun��(MV��0M^^MI�8L]RRI��9/��������Lover/Other 
�(MV��&EVFEVE�,EQQIV��97%��������
7 Havelock Ellis, L’hygiène sociale: La femme dans la société, Volume 1 of Études de 
psychologie sociale��8VERW��0YGMI�7GL[SF�?'PEYHI�'ELYRA��1IVGYVI�HI�*VERGI�������

END NOTES 
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8LIVI�MW�E�HMJ½GYPXP]�XS�'ELYR´W�[SVO�XLEX�HVE[W�QI�MRXS�LIV�[SVPH��
Following her argument in Les Paris Sont Ouverts (Place your bets),� where 
she warns of the dangers of artistic or poetic language that becomes 
propaganda, her message is always latent, not manifest. She shaves her 
LIEH�ERH�WLS[W�SJJ�LIV�³YRJIQMRMRI´�.I[MWL�PSSOMRK�RSWI�ERH�TEMRXIH�
[LMXI�ZEQTMVMG�WOMR�F]�KMZMRK�YW�ER�EGYXI�WMHI�TVS½PI��3JJIVMRK��MR�LIV�
S[R�[SVHW��³XLI�GSYVEKI�XS�FI�VITYPWMZI´��'ELYR�WXVMOIW�E�TSWI�SJ�
MRHITIRHIRGI�ERH�WIPJ�VIMRZIRXMSR��

Cahun never smiles in her photographs, her gaze at the viewer is serious, 
concentrated. She writes in Aveux non avenus�XLEX�³7QMPMRK�MW�XLI�TVSZMRGI�
SJ�[SQIR´��-R�JVSRX�SJ�E�QMVVSV�MR�E�7YVVIEPMWX�GLIWWFSEVH�GSEX��'ELYR´W�
ungendered gaze looks instead into the other mirror, the camera, head 
turned to us, that will immortalise the moment. In a photograph of the 
WEQI�WTEGI��'ELYR�MW�VITPEGIH�[MXL�LIV�PMJI�PSRK�TEVXRIV�1EVGIP�1SSVI��
But here Moore looks back through the mirror and into the camera, at 
Cahun to whom she smiles. In another photograph Moore looks into the 
mirror, left and right are inverted as inverted desire. This labyrinthine play 
of a gaze that embraces the viewer to explore the complexity of female 
self imaging in relation to a queer sexuality has been a point of stimulus 
JSV�Q]�S[R�[SVO��-R�Q]�½PQ�Cast�������XLIWI�X[S�³QMVVSV´�MQEKIW�
became a mini scene, where a lesbian kiss initiates a passing through the 
mirror. This journey to a different place where bare feet tread on soft 
sand occurs in a similar way in Magic Mirror��������FYX�LIVI�XLI�XI\X�
REVVEXMRK�XLI�³WXSV]´�SJ�E�NSYVRI]�XLVSYKL�XLI�QMVVSV�MW�'ELYR´W�[VMXMRK�

BG�<:ANG�L�F:@B<�FBKKHK3��
A CONVERSATION

By Sarah Pucill 

Claude Cahun, 1928. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections



,EZMRK�PMZIH�[MXL�'ELYR´W�MQEKIW�WMRGI�FIMRK�MRXVSHYGIH�XS�LIV�[SVO�MR�
������XS�HMWGSZIV�XLI�)RKPMWL�XVERWPEXMSR�SJ�LIV�XI\X�Aveux non avenus in 
�����[EW�WXVERKI���,EZMRK�MQEKMRIH�LIV�XLSYKLXW�[LMPWX�FIMRK�GSRJVSRXIH�
with her otherwise silent images for so long, to suddenly hear her speak 
was for me an experience of the uncanny, something of Cahun had come 
to life. This concern with the uncanny that is a key root of Surrealism, 
ERH�MW�GSVI�XS�QYGL�SJ�'ELYR´W�[SVO��MW�EPWS�TEVX�SJ�LS[�-�IRGSYRXIV�LIV�
as a dead artist that has left inanimate objects of photographs and print 
behind.��Her images started to speak in a way that opened up a new 
[SVPH��-�[ERXIH�XS�QEOI�E�½PQ�³XS�HS´�[MXL�LIV�FYX�EW�WLI�[EW�VIWMWXERX�
XS�FIMRK�HI½RIH��XLI�SRP]�[E]�[EW�XS�QEOI�E�½PQ�³[MXL´��EW�MJ�EPSRKWMHI�
her as a way of exchange, to share a dialogue.

Aveux non avenus�MW�HIWGVMFIH�F]�4MIVVI�1EG�3VPER��[LS�[VMXIW�XLI�
preface in the original publication, as “a series of cinematic glimpses”.��
Kaleidoscopic in structure, reminiscent of a fairground, and introduced by 
'ELYR�EW�³%R�-RZMWMFPI�%HZIRXYVI´��%KRIW�0LIVQMXXI�HIWGVMFIW�XLI�FSSO´W�
WGVYXMR]�SJ�WIPJ�EW�E�±E�WGEPTIP´W�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�MRXS�XLI�HEVO�^SRIW�SJ�XLI�
psyche, the painful gaping of a cracked being”.��8LI�GLETXIVW�SJ�³GYX�YT´�
XI\X�QM\IW�PIXXIV�[VMXMRK��TSIQ��HVIEQ��QSRSPSKYI��HMEPSKYI��ERH�IWWE]��
ERH�EVI�LIEHIH�[MXL�E�GSPPEKI�³TLSXS�KVEZYVI´�XLEX�'ELYR�ERH�1SSVI�
collaborated on.� It is in the spirit of this mosaic juxtaposition that I hope 
XS�GSRXVMFYXI�EW�E�½PQQEOIV��E�JYVXLIV�GSPPEKIH�PE]IV���8LI�ERMQEXMSR�
SJ�Q]�VI�WXEKIH�TLSXSKVETLW�ERH�TLSXS�GSPPEKIW�MW�WXMXGLIH�XS�'ELYR´W�
[VMXMRK�XLEX�MW�XVERWJSVQIH�MRXS�E�WSYRHWGETI���8LI�[SVH�MQEKI�HMEPSKYI�
in the book becomes a layered conversation between word, image, 
sound and movement.

8LI�VIEWSR�-�[ERXIH�XS�QEOI�XLI�½PQ�[EW�XS�FVMRK�XSKIXLIV�'ELYR´W�
I\EQMREXMSR�SJ�XLI�KIRVI�SJ�WIPJ�TSVXVEMXYVI��MQTPMGMX�MR�LIV�MVSRMG�
³WIPJ´�TSVXVEMXW�[MXL�LIV�I\EQMREXMSR�SJ�XLI�KIRVI�SJ�EYXSFMSKVETL]�
in Aveux non avenus, both of which critique the representation of self 
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Sarah Pucill, Magic Mirror%�+)*,%�Ûef�lmbee'



EW�WMRKYPEV��GSLIVIRX�ERH�ORS[R��'ELYR´W�[VMXMRK�MR�Aveux non avenus 
WLMJXW�KVEQQEXMGEPP]�FIX[IIR�½VWX��WIGSRH�ERH�XLMVH�TIVWSR��-R�Magic 
Mirror I combine this plurality of selves in her writing with the plurality 
of self she creates in her images. These multiple projections of self onto 
³SXLIVW´�I\XIRHW�EPWS�XS�XLI�[SVPH�SJ�XLI�MRERMQEXI��[LIVI�QERRIUYMR�
eyes travel between mirror, living performer and spectator. I wanted to 
LMKLPMKLX�MR�XLI�½PQ�E�TVSHYGXMZI�WGLMWQ�-�WII�MR�'ELYR´W�SIYZVI�[LMGL�
engages both a philosophical and psychoanalytic understanding of self, 
with a politicisation of the socially divided body across lines of gender, 
sexuality, class, race and religion. Confounding the binary idea that an 
artist might need to choose between politics or art, Cahun is unwavering 
in her absolutist commitment to both; she risks her life for her political 
MHIEPW�FYX�IUYEPP]�[MPP�RSX�WEGVM½GI�EVX�JSV�TSPMXMGEP�TVSTEKERHE��8LI�
writing selected from Aveux non avenus attempts to highlight the power 
SJ�'ELYR´W�MRWMKLXW��[LMGL�VIPEXI�EGVSWW�ERH�FIX[IIR�Q]�S[R�LMWXSV]�
SJ�½PQQEOMRK�EW�[IPP�EW�XS�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETLW�WS�XLEX�E�QM\MRK�SJ�
authorship became inevitable. 

-�EQ�MRXIVIWXIH�MR�XLI�UYIWXMSR�SJ�[LEX�E�½PQQEOIV�GER�HS�[MXL�XLI�
archive of a dead artist especially with regards to photographs and 
[VMXMRK��)\TPSVMRK�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETLW�F]�VI�WXEKMRK�ERH�I\XIRHMRK�
a still moment to the duration of time, and adding her words was a 
QIXLSH�XLEX�GSQFMRIH�VIWIEVGL�MRXS�'ELYR´W�[SVO��[LMPWX�XYVRMRK�
MRXIVTVIXEXMSR�MRXS�E�GVIEXMZI�EGX�XLEX�VI�MRZIRXW�XLVSYKL�VI�IREGXQIRX��
The opportunity to animate the written word through voice, and to 
ERMQEXI�XLI�TLSXSKVETL�XLVSYKL�E�VI�WXEKMRK��GER�SGGYV�SRP]�FIGEYWI�SJ�
ERH�WMRGI�XLI�MRZIRXMSR�SJ�GMRIQE��-�PMOI�XLI�MHIE�XLEX�MX�MW�TSWWMFPI�XS�³TPE]´�
E�TLSXSKVETL�F]�XVERWJSVQMRK�MX�MRXS�E�½PQ��F]�TIVJSVQMRK�MX�EW�E�[VMXXIR�
script or as music score can be played. The sound of the fairground 
SVKER�XLEX�EGGSQTERMIW�XLI�ERMQEXMSR�SJ�WIPIGXIH�WIGXMSRW�SJ�XLI�TLSXS�
gravures, is to celebrate the circular structure of Aveux non avenus where 
photographic duplication is itching to be animated. 
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Claude Cahun, c.1939. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections



Sarah Pucill, Phantom Rhapsody II, 2010. 
Photographic Print from Negative
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'ELYR�[EW�MRXIVIWXIH�MR�EZERX�KEVHI�ERH�WMPIRX�GMRIQE� and I believe 
WLI�[SYPH�LEZI�QEHI�½PQW�LEH�WLI�LEH�XLI�QIERW��;LIVI�'ELYR´W�
period marks the beginning of cinema, we are now witnessing the end of 
GIPPYPSMH�GMRIQE�MR�XIVQW�SJ�XLI�MRHYWXV]��8LI�½PQ�PEFW�[IVI�GPSWMRK�EW�-�
[EW�QEOMRK�XLI�½PQ�XLEX�[EW�EPP�WLSX�SR���QQ�FPEGO�ERH�[LMXI��

I love the way Cahun uses curtains in her photographs to evoke both 
a theatre stage with a public audience as well as a private space of the 
home. Her use of curtain makes the slippage between performing for 
a photograph and performing for a live audience, both being sites of 
'ELYR´W�TVEGXMGI�7 She describes the curtain that rises then stays down 
on the actor, and an audience that doubles as a past lover and her prey, 
has disappeared.8 These different spaces that curtains mark, that intersect 
Art and life, life and death, private and public, either protect or expose 
E�FSH]�XS�PMKLX��XS�XLI�[SVPH��8LI�GSRXVEWXMRK�IZSGEXMSRW�SJ�³WXEKI´��ERH�
XLIVIJSVI�GYVXEMR��XLEX�QSZI�JVSQ�E�TVMZEXI�MRXVSWTIGXMZI�NSYVRI]�XS�E�
public arena, represent the schizophrenic needs of an artist: to need and 
not need an audience. I am interested in the degree to which an artist 
may be speaking to an audience of another time and the relevance of 
³LMWXSV]´�JSV�XLI�RS[��

In response to the poor reception Cahun received for the publication of 
her book Aveux non avenus, Cahun writes:   

“In vain in Disavowals I tried through black humour, provocation, 
HI½ERGI�XS�WLEOI�Q]�GSRXIQTSVEVMIW�SYX�SJ�XLIMV�FPMWWJYP�GSRJSVQMWQ��
their complacency.  Ostracism was more or less the general response. 
Aside from silence, the book was met with the basest insults. This is 
LS[�³PMXIVEV]�GVMXMGMWQ´����WSYKLX�XS�[IPGSQI�XLI�³TVSWI�TSIQW´�SJ�XLMW�
unwanted Cassandra”.��

Looking at, listening and responding to earlier women artists has a long 



END NOTES 
� Claude Cahun, Les Paris Sont Ouverts (Place your bets)��4EVMW��.SWq�'SVXM��1E]�����
��Claude Cahun, Aveux non avenus��4EVMW��'EVVIJSYV��������4YFPMWLIH�MR�)RKPMWL��'PEYHI�
Cahun, Disavowals,�XVERWPEXIH�F]�7YWER�HI�1YXL��0SRHSR��8EXI�4YFPMWLMRK�������
��4MIVVI�1EG�3VPER��³4VIJEGI´��'PEYHI�'ELYR��Aveux Non Avenus��4EVMW��'EVVIJSYV�������
��%KRrW�0LIVQMXXI��³4SWXWGVMTX��WSQI�FVMIJ�SFWIVZEXMSRW�´�'PEYHI�'ELYR��Disavowals, 
0SRHSR��8EXI�4YFPMWLMRK�������
��Aveux non avenus���[VMXMRK�F]�'PEYHI�'ELYR�[MXL�GSPPEFSVEXMZI�TLSXS�KVEZYVIW�
between Cahun and Marcel Moore, “after designs by the author”.
��Conversation with François Leperlier, author of Claude Cahun: L’Exotisme interieur, 
*E]EVH�������
7 'ELYR�TIVJSVQIH�MR�EZERX�KEVHI�XLIEXVI�KVSYT�Le Plateau�HMVIGXIH�F]�4MIVVI�%PFIVX�
&MVSX��4EVMW����������8[S�³WIPJ´�TSVXVEMXW�EVI�XEOIR�HMVIGXP]�JVSQ�GSWXYQIW�WLI�[SVI�EW�
³)PPI´��&PYIFIEVHW�[MJI�MR�Barbe Blue�ERH�³1SRWMIYV´�MR�Banlieu. Information from Don’t Kiss 
Me:  The Art of Claude Cahun and Marcel Moore, Ed. Louise Downie, Tate Publishing, Jersey 
,IVMXEKI�8VYWX�������
8 'PEYHI�'ELYR��WGVMTX�JSV�XLI�½PQ��Magic Mirror��7EVEL�4YGMPP��������XVERWPEXMSR�F]�6EGLIP�
Gomme.
��'PEYHI�'ELYR��³0IXXVI�j�4EYP�0IZ]�´���.YP]�������'SR½HIRGIW�EY�QMVSMV unpublished 
��������MR�*VERpSMW�0ITIVPMIV��)GVMXW�

LMWXSV]�MR�Q]�½PQQEOMRK��%�OI]�MRWTMVEXMSR�JSV�Magic Mirror was Johnny 
Panic,��������QEHI�F]�XLI�I\TIVMQIRXEP�½PQQEOIV��7ERHVE�0ELMVI�[LS�
[EW�EPWS�Q]�PEXI�TEVXRIV��PSZIV�[LIR�WLI�HMIH�MR�������-�XSSO�0ELMVI´W�
MHIE�XS�³GSPPEFSVEXI�[MXL�E�HIEH�EVXMWX´��[LSWI�XVMPSK]�SJ�½PQW��Lady Lazarus 
�������Night Dances�������ERH Johnny Panic�������SR�XLI�TSIX�7]PZME�
4PEXL�I\TPSVI�E�GSPPEFSVEXMSR�FIX[IIR�4PEXL´W�[VMXMRK�ERH�ZSMGI�[MXL�
0ELMVI´W�GMRIQEXMG�GLSVISKVETL]�ERH�WSYRHWGETI��-R�E�WMQMPEV�[E]�Magic 
Mirror explores word and image, largely in relation to the body that 
speaks and is seen.  
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Sarah Pucill, Stages of Mourning IX, 2000. Performed with Sandra Lahire.



'PEYHI�'ELYR�[EW�FSVR�EW�0YG]�7GL[SF�MR������MR�2ERXIW��2SVXLIVR�
France.  She came from a wealthy, Jewish family of intellectuals and 
EYXLSVW��-R������WLI�EHSTXIH�XLI�WYVREQI�SJ�LIV�KVIEX�YRGPI�0qSR�
'ELYR���ER�3VMIRXEPMWX�ERH�2SZIPMWX���,IV�JSVIREQI��'PEYHI��MR�*VIRGL�
GER�FI�IMXLIV�QEPI�SV�JIQEPI��SV�MR�'PEYHI´W�GEWI���FSXL��'ELYR´W�JEXLIV�
was the director of the regional newspaper Le Phare de la Loire. 

-R�������XLI����]IEV�SPH�0YG]�QIX����]IEV�SPH�7Y^ERRI�1EPLIVFI��[LS�
became her lifelong companion and lover. Malherbe worked as a graphic 
artist under the pseudonym Marcel Moore. Their liaison became a familial 
VIPEXMSRWLMT�[LIR�MR�������'ELYR´W�HMZSVGIH�JEXLIV��1EYVMGI�7GL[SF��
QEVVMIH�1SSVI´W�[MHS[IH�QSXLIV��1EVMI�1EPLIVFI��8LMW�IRX[MRMRK�SJ�XLI�
two daughters facilitated their artistic collaborations and provided a cover 
for their intimate relationship.

BIOGRAPHY
The Life of Claude Cahun
By Louise Downie

Claude Cahun as Elle in Barbe Bleue, 1929. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections





'ELYR�ERH�1SSVI�PMZIH�MR�4EVMW�MR�XLI�����W�ERH�IEVP]�����W��*VSQ������
XS������'ELYR�TIVJSVQIH�MR�WIZIVEP�I\TIVMQIRXEP�XLIEXVI�TVSHYGXMSRW�
presented by the Théâtre Esotérique���-R������'ELYR�NSMRIH�XLI�SFWGYVI�
theatre group Le Plateau��HMVIGXIH�F]�4MIVVI�%PFIVX�&MVSX���'ELYR�
performed as Elle the wife of Blue Beard in Barbe bleue, as Le Diable 
�7EXER�MR�ER�EHETXEXMSR�SJ�E���XL�GIRXYV]�Q]WXIV]�TPE]�EFSYX�%HEQ�ERH�
Eve called Les Mysteres d’Adam. Often these productions were such a 
departure from standard theatre that there were more people in the 
cast than in the audience. These productions introduced Cahun and 
1SSVI�XS�XLI�PIEHMRK�QIQFIVW�SJ�XLI�7YVVIEPMWX�GMVGPI��1ER]�SJ�'ELYR´W�
TLSXSKVETLW�JVSQ�����W�ERH�IEVP]���W�HSGYQIRX�XLIWI�EGXMZMXMIW��

Cahun wrote near the end of her life, “I am what I have always been (my 
IEVPMIWX�GLMPHLSSH�QIQSVMIW�EXXIWX�XS�MX��E�7YVVIEPMWX��)WWIRXMEPP]��%W�QYGL�
EW�SRI�GER�FI�[MXLSYX�OMPPMRK�SRI´W�WIPJ�SV�JEPPMRK�MRXS�XLI�GPYXGLIW�SJ�XLI�
psychiatrists.”� André Breton, leader of the Surrealist group, was said to 
have disliked her intensely, put off by her unconventional appearance and 
homosexuality, although he respected her work and called her “one of 
the most curious spirits of our time”.�

During her lifetime, Cahun was better known as a writer than a 
photographer – publishing articles in newspapers and magazines and 
writing two books – Vues et Visions�������ERH�Aveux non avenus��������
She only published one photograph during her lifetime. 

'PEWWMGEP�ERH�FMFPMGEP�½KYVIW�[IVI�E�GSRWXERX�XLIQI�MR�'ELYR´W�[SVO���-R�
XLI�����W�WLI�[VSXI�Heroines��E�QERYWGVMTX�SJ����QSRSPSKYIW�FEWIH�SR�
JEQSYW�[SQIR�JVSQ�XLI�&MFPI��+VIIO�Q]XL��;IWXIVR�GLMPHVIR´W�PMXIVEXYVI�
ERH�TSTYPEV�GYPXYVI���8LIWI�GLEVEGXIVW�TVIWIRX�GSYRXIV�I\EQTPIW�SJ�
stereotypical myths of feminine behaviour, disrupting culturally established 
RSVQW���'ELYR�WMXYEXIW�XLIWI�[SQIR�MR�XLI���XL�GIRXYV]��HIQSRWXVEXMRK�
the endurance of old myths concerning femininity.
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Claude Cahun, May 1945 (taken after the Liberation). 
Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections



Claude Cahun, c1928. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections
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-R������'ELYR�XVERWPEXIH�MRXS�)RKPMWL�,EZIPSGO�)PPMW´�XLISVMIW�SR�E�XLMVH�
sex – uniting both male and female traits, but existing as neither.  To Ellis 
it was a pathology, but to Cahun it was a way of representing herself 
outside the normal constraints of gender. Cahun wrote: “Masculine? 
Feminine? But it depends on the situation. Neuter is the only gender that 
always suits me.”��1EWOW�[IVI�E�GSRWXERX�ERH�VITIEXIH�HIZMGI�MR�'ELYR´W�
work. Cahun shows herself in multiple selves, demonstrating that identity 
MW�RSX�E�½\IH��EYXSRSQSYW�GSRHMXMSR��*SV�'ELYR��XLI�WIPJ�VIEPP]�MW�E�
masquerade.

Cahun was aware of many symbolist writings, which rewrote the myth 
SJ�2EVGMWWYW���-R�%RHVI�+MHI´W�Treatise of Narcissus�������� Narcissus 
HVIEQW�XLEX�LI�VIKVIWWIW�XS�XLI�TVI�KIRHIVIH�SVMKMRW�SJ�LYQERMX]��[LIR�
Narcissus is still unsexed – an androgyne.  

*VSQ�XLI�����W�SR[EVHW�'PEYHI�TLSXSKVETLIH�LIVWIPJ�RSX�SRP]�
in interior spaces, but in the real world, in gardens, beaches and 
architectural settings.  She still used extravagant costumes and masks, but 
much less often.  She started to manipulate the real world as a tool for 
her self portraiture.

-R�������'PEYHI�'ELYR�ERH�1EVGIP�1SSVI�QSZIH�JVSQ�*VERGI�XS�XLI�
Channel Island of Jersey, a place they knew well from family holidays.  
They moved to a house they symbolically called La ferme sans nom.  

-R������+IVQER�JSVGIW�MRZEHIH�XLI�-WPERH��ERH�FIKER�E�½ZI�]IEV�
occupation.  In characteristic fashion, the sisters did not simply put up 
with the situation and get on with their lives as best they could, but 
VEXLIV�QSYRXIH�E�HERKIVSYW�X[S�TIVWSR�VIWMWXERGI�GEQTEMKR�EKEMRWX�
the Nazi occupiers. They secretly distributed notes in German signed 
³HIV�7SPHEX�SLRI�2EQIR´��³XLI�WSPHMIV�[MXL�RS�REQI´�[LMGL�GSRXEMRIH�
demoralising war news or poems. They distributed these texts by placing 



Claude Cahun, c. 1947. (St Brelades Graveyard in the background). 
Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections
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XLIQ�MR�WSPHMIV´W�TSGOIXW��MR�WXEJJ�GEVW�TEVOIH�SYXWMHI�XLI�GLYVGL�RI\X�XS�
their house, or placing them inside cigarette packets which were left lying 
around ready for a hopeful smoker to pick up.  They carried out these 
activities for years until they were eventually arrested and put on trial in 
�������

Cahun and Moore seem to have relished this opportunity to rebel – 
XLI]�[SYPH�HVIWW�YT�MR�[LEX�XLI]�HIIQIH�XS�FI�³RSVQEP´�GPSXLIW�WS�XLEX�
they would blend in more and become indistinguishable from others. 
-R�����W�4EVMW�XLI]�LEH�WMKRIH�ERXM�*EWGMWX�WXEXIQIRXW�ERH�NSMRIH�ERXM�
Fascist groups, but now they were able to take physical action against the 
political authority. It took a while for their trial to take place because the 
German authorities simply could not believe that these rather sickly old 
PEHMIW��[LMGL�MW�LS[�XLI]�TVIWIRXIH�XLIQWIPZIW�GSYPH�LEZI�GEVVMIH�SYX�
these activities. They were eventually found guilty and sentenced to death 
for their resistance activities and six months imprisonment for having a 
VEHMS��8LI�&EMPMJJ´W�ETTIEP�JSV�GPIQIRG]�[EW�EPPS[IH��EPXLSYKL�XLI�WMWXIVW�
refused to sign letters of appeal and their death sentence was commuted 
to life imprisonment. They were released when the Island was liberated 
MR�1E]�������

'PEYHI´W�LIEPXL�WYJJIVIH�HYVMRK�XLI�[EV�ERH�XLI�JI[�TSVXVEMXW�WLI�HMH�
after the Liberation were dominated by the theme of death with St 
&VIPEHI´W�'LYVGL]EVH�FIGSQMRK�XLI�FEGOHVST�SJ�QER]�SJ�LIV�MQEKIW��
[LIVI��MRGMHIRXEPP]��WLI�[EW�FYVMIH�EJXIV�LIV�HIEXL�MR�������1SSVI�
GSRXMRYIH�XS�PMZI�MR�.IVWI]�YRXMP�LIV�WYMGMHI�MR�������

8LI�³WIPJ´�MW�XLI�OI]�WXVEXIK]�SJ�'ELYR´W�[SVO��7LI�I\TPSVIH�³WIPJ´�MR�
XIVQW�SJ�WIPJ�MRZIRXMSR��TEVSH]��ERH�XLI�MVSRMG�VIZIVWEP�SJ�HSQMRERX�
representations of gender, sexuality and race. She was an intriguing 
artist – complex, fascinating, attractive, repellent, arrogant, highly sexual, 
EWI\YEP��YPXVE�JIQMRMRI�SV�YPXVE�QEWGYPMRI��ERHVSK]RSYW��,IV�[SVO�MRZMXIW�



FYX�HI½IW�I\TPEREXMSR��-X�MW�E�QEWUYIVEHI��E�TIVJSVQERGI��E�GLEPPIRKI��
If we were to come to any conclusion about Cahun at all it can only 
be that there is no Cahun, there are many Cahuns. It is not a dizzying, 
confusing or threatening creation, but an intimate, thoughtful, savoured 
and multifaceted creation. In essence, by not accepting the culturally 
established norms of male and female, Cahun was able to draw on the 
characteristics of both.  

;I�WLSYPH�EPWS�VIGSKRMWI�1SSVI´W�VSPI�MR�XLI�GVIEXMSR�¯�WLI�[EW�QSVI�
XLER�ER�EWWMWXERX��'ELYR�GEPPIH�LIV�³0´%YXVI�1SM´�¯�XLI�3XLIV�1I��
emphasising the solidarity and in some ways the independence and 
interdependence of their partnership. 

��'PEYHI�'ELYR��0IXXIV�XS�.IER�7GLYWXIV�������
��Dr Jennifer L Shaw, Reading Claude Cahun’s Disavowals,�%WLKEXI������
��Claude Cahun, Aveux non avenus��4EVMW��)HMXMSRW�HY�'EVVIJSYV������
�Andre Gide, Le traité du Narcisse: Theorie du symbole (The Treatise of Narcissus: Theory of 
the Symbol)������

END NOTES 

Claude Cahun, 1927. Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections





Claude Cahun & Marcel Moore, Plate II, Aveux non avenus (1930), photomontage. 
Courtesy of the Jersey Heritage Collections.
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SPOKEN TEXT

Magic Mirror 

'PEYHI�'ELYR´W�Aveux non avenus,�TYFPMWLIH�MR�������VIWMWXW�ER]�GPIEV�
KIRVI�GPEWWM½GEXMSR�[MXL�E�QIVKMRK�SJ�IWWE]W��TSIQW��HVIEQW��HMEPSKYIW�
and musings set into chapters that each has an illustrated photomontage 
and was made in collaboration with Marcel Moore. The title itself 
TIVTPI\IW���³%ZIY\´�QIERMRK�GSRJIWWMSRW�XYVRW�XS�SFWGYVMX]�[MXL�XLI�
EHHMXMSR�SJ�³RSR�EZIRYW´�QIERMRK�ZSMH��8LI�XMXPI�MW�SJXIR�XVERWPEXIH�EW�
(MWEZS[EPW�SV�'ERGIPPIH�'SRJIWWMSRW��%W�'ELYR´W�TLSXSKVETL]�[EW�
SZIVPSSOIH�HYVMRK�LIV�PMJI�XMQI��MR�GSRXVEHMGXMSR��XSHE]�MX�MW�LIV�[VMXMRK�
that often goes unnoticed. 

4YGMPP´W�½PQ�Magic Mirror�EPPS[W�]SY�XS�I\TIVMIRGI�'ELYR´W�[VMXXIR�[SVHW�
into spoken form. Below is a script from Magic Mirror taking selected 
I\XVEGXW�JVSQ�'PEYHI�'ELYR´W�Aveux non avenus translated by Rachel 
+SQQI��8LI�WGVMTX�JSPPS[W�4YGMPP´W�TPE]�ERH�GSPPEKI�SJ�GLETXIVW�



Sarah Pucill, Hand Mirror, 2013. Photographic print from negative.
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Spoken Text:

Dear strangers, be sure to keep your distance: you are all 
I have in the world.

Man will not get out of this on his own. Atrophied adult, 
child crying on his mothers belly, the poet still calling to 
his muse, the dreamer to his guardian angel, Saul to his 
seven beautiful demons

Open and someone will knock. Anyone who has been 
unhappy with their role on Earth God puts before a review 
panel. I’ll provide the theatre, you choose your sets your 
plots, your character, your sex, your make up. But the 
false notes struck on stage will be forever reproduced.   
 
It’s not without an ulterior motive I have my hair shaved 
off, my teeth pulled, my breasts, everything that gets in the 
way or irritates my gaze, stomach, ovaries, the conscious 
cyst-like brain.

I won’t leave it. I cant see how one can leave ones own 
self. This house, this obsession. I will not get out of here.  
I cannot imagine how one would get out of oneself, this 
house, this haunting. There is only one solution, to set 
½VI�XS�MX�



Chapter I  R C S  (fear)

I want to scandalize the pure, little children, old people, 
with my nakedness, the hoarse tone of my voice,       

My thought would take revenge in mirrors, which it 
sought out. Lovesick, sadistic, and yet torturing itself at 
the same time, dragging this recalcitrant body in front 
SJ� MXW� VI¾IGXMSR�� LSPHMRK� MX� XLIVI�� XLIR� JIMKRW� WYVTVMWI�
and pretends not to recognise it. Criticises it, judges it 
YR[SVXL]�ERH�½REPP]�TYXW�MX�XS�WPIIT�PMOI�E�KYEVH�MR�SVHIV�
to escape from this sordid prison.

The dark crowd, the anonymous, the silvering behind the 
glass where the poet admires himself.

The blade of a window. Where shall I put the silver? On 
this side or that. In front or behind the glass.

In front, I imprison myself. I blind myself. Why should I 
passer-by want to hold  a mirror up for you in which you 
can recognise yourself, albeit a distorting mirror, signed 
by my own hand? I’m not a mirror wardrobe merchant 
nor a pedlar of cosmic psychies, repellent attractions for 
XLI�KVIEX�JEMVKVSYRH�SJ�LYQER�¾IWL��

Behind once again I close myself in. I shall know nothing of 
the outside. At least I shall know my face and maybe that 
will be enough to please me. 

Chapter II  MY-SELF  (self-love)

The lens tracks the eyes, the mouth. The lines skim the 
WYVJEGI�� 8LI� I\TVIWWMSR� SR� XLI� JEGI� MW� ½IVGI�� EX� XMQIW�
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tragic, at last calm, with the carefully constructed knowing 
calm of an acrobat. A professional smile and voila. 

The lipstick and eye-shadow. A moment, full stop. New 
paragraph.  

Lipstick which never goes beyond the edge of this mouth. 
Whose muscles never slacken. But is each of its ever 
varied movements not an ever renewed, ever repeated 
refusal? And will it not always be so?

What were you talking about? I was listening very closely. 
The ocean. Me too. The ocean is you, you who swallow 
me up.     

A mouth, nostrils quivering. Between swooning eyelids, 
XLI�QEH�½\MX]�SJ�HMPEXIH�TYTMPW�� -R� XLI�FVYXEP� PMKLX�SJ�ER�
electric bulb, pale gold, mauve and, green, under the stars. 

A look longed for. No only eyes, cold eyes multiplying 
because they cause me to suffer. Immense. I will never 
reach the other side of this desert ice which is all the 
more cruel as I burn and which refuses me even the 
GSQJSVX�SJ�Q]�VI¾IGXMSR���

The silvering of the mirror thickens.The being is 
individualised. 

She triumphs. Sometimes over the most appalling 
embarrassments. A deftness corrects a shadow, an unwise 
gesture, pride becomes virtue. She consents to recognise 
herself. 

Brighten the silvering on the mirror, wink, cheat myself, 



XEVX� YT� Q]� WOIPIXSR� [MXL� E� ¾YOI� QYWGPI�� GSVVIGX� Q]�
mistakes and copy out my actions, divide myself in order 
to conquer myself, multiply myself so I can make a mark, 
so I can impress myself.

Chapter III  X Y Z  (lying)

I would like to merit being observed by you with as much 
detachment, as the gods, as the dolls of the human soul.

For the rules of the social game which I would like to 
change are such that I never once win a hand against the 
rest of the world, against you, against us, against the best 
of myself.

Here I am, a jobless virgin, a queen on strike, voluntary 
unemployed, on the margin and as they say outlawed 
from humanity.  

Masculine, feminine, it depends on the situation.  Neuter 
MW�XLI�SRP]�KIRHIV�XLEX�½XW�IZIV]�XMQI���

I hold the fan of cards in my hand. Using them shows that 
I value them. I lose, I win, that’s your business – it will be 
no good arguing with you about the king and the queen!... 
You know we are talking about mine.

Later I will reveal all, what it is the bearded lady makes 
such a mystery of. I will expose her famous trick. I’m 
waiting until I have the upper hand.

Chapter IV  E D M  (sex)

What contradictions does dream not bring to deceitful 

Sarah Pucill, Card Player, 2013. Photographic print from negative.





reality? I want that thought. I see it, stop it, reproduce it in 
the sky, this muscle that I sculpted so cruelly, will it  melt 
MR�Q]�S[R�LIEX#�8LI�QEVFPI�WXEXYIW�½VQ�ERH�TSPMWLIH��
smoother than the best scrubbed skin.

Our mirrors are almost perfect. We still suffer from their 
vertical position.

8LI�FIEYXMJYP�GLMPH�[EW�EFPI�XS�HVE[�XLI�MR½RMXI�JVSQ�LMW�
VI¾IGXMSR�[LMPI�[I�VIQEMR��EP[E]W�XLI�WEQI��YREFPI�XS�KS�
further.

But what makes Narcissus despair is not being able to 
drink himself. It is not the solid unbreakable coldness 
that separates glass from image. Between him and himself 
there is something else that has to be shattered, always 
a quarter moon, never fullness, always partial light. He 
sees enough of his ideal to be disgusted by the rest of the 
world.  
  
Chapter V  C M S  (sex)

Encounter on a young girls breast. On a custard pie. Who 
knows what separate intensions led our hands from so 
far away to touch. Similarities? Sympathy? miracle? No. 
coincidence.

The mother was so unappetising that the baby was offered 
an aperitif before being served the breast. 

I am a woman, compassion gives me a taste for comforting, 
for making love. But since after all I am a man and quick to 
bite, beware it can be rough.   

Sarah Pucill, Narcissus, 2013. Photographic print from negative





I shall soothe you volcano. I shall feed on your lava.  
 
I’ve done away with your enemies serpent. So I will have 
to suck your venum like the milk of a substitute mother, 
of a pedigree dog. For if your udders become heavier, 
sterile and swollen with blood of war, with the sperm of 
LEXI��-R�TIEGI��MR�PSZI��-�[MPP�RSX�FI�EFPI�XS�½RH�]SYV�TYVI�
form again.   

One evening, I crossed the threshold, unnoticed by the 
demon who bludgeons dreams as they pass.

Until I can see clearly I want to hunt myself down, Fight.    
My breath still ragged with blanked out terror. We’re 
handcuffed together. 

Can one come to terms with such monsters? 

Someone, anyone, it doesn’t matter which of these 
madwomen it was squared up to me and threw me down 
and took my place, to no end.  The game starts again.  

Hit the void bang in the centre. 

Chapter V1  C M C  (sex)
    
Sweet, beneath a candle shoved into an old bottle of Bass, 
exchange overlaying, fusion of desires. The unity of the 
image achieved through the close friendship between two 
bodies for the sake of which they send their souls to the 
Devil. 

7SMPIH�KPEGMIV�WLIIXW��4YVMX]�SJ�XLI�)EVXL�HI½PIH����8YVFYPIRX�
hours. Our hair became so entangled, so inter-twined 
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Sarah Pucill, Magic Mirror, 2013. Film still

that night that in the morning, to cut through we had to 
shave our heads. 

-�WLEPP�WXVYKKPI�XS�WII�EKEMR�LIV�LEMV�¾SEXMRK��MRHMWXMRKYMWLEFPI�
amid the backdrop. A mesh of stars. Subtle web of the 
dishevelled night. 

The moment when our two heads, ah, our hair becoming 
inextricably entwined, bent over a photograph.  
A portrait of one or the other. Our two narcissisms 
drowning in it. It was the impossible realised in a magic 
mirror.

3L� W[IIX� PMXXPI� KMVP�� PE]� XLI� HVMIH� ¾S[IV�SJ� ]SYV� KVEGI�
between the leaves of my book and my favourite acts.  
Let me become accustomed to your scent whose insipidity 
still sickens me a little, the bitter intoxication, how I love 
MX��XLEX�½VWX�WYJJSGEXIW�QI�HIWTMXI�Q]WIPJ���



A troubled dawn. A horizon lost in the mist of the waves. 
Fragile, sky of glass, blue green

Her eyes become cloudy paler, her breasts prowl.. Their 
roses of love, their pistils stand up. Sun, impatient beams.

No sooner has the azure appeared up above than the 
turquoise begins to fade. Flat and dappled, pocked, like 
½IPHW�SJ�WERH�SV�)QIVEPH��KVI]�HYRIW��E�HIWIVX�SJ�TIEVP]����
Already its morning, monotone.

You caught me in your lakes Ether. Where love is 
concerned its up close that illusion corrupts the senses. 

Life, death, ageless sisters. and yet you are the younger.  
You could never exist without your false twin. You 
are bound together. You cannot wipe her out without 
annihilating yourself.  

More easily than I would have thought possible and 
[MXLSYX�PIEZMRK�E�XVEGI��-�TEWW�Q]�½WX�XLVSYKL�XLI�[MRHS[��

Drunk with new extraordinarily harmonious sensations, I 
was crossing a beach, the colour of wing dust, no sooner 
XSYGLIH�XLER� XEVRMWLIH�� -�GSYPHR´X�½RH� XLI�WLETI�SJ�Q]�
own steps anymore. 

%X�XLIWI�WLSVIW�-�PMRKIV��YRWYVI�SJ�XLI�PERKYEKI�SJ�¾S[IVW��

Mad with regrettable curiosity and guided by my 
GYWXSQEV]�TEWWMSR�-�FIRH�SZIV�XLI�VI¾IGXMSRW�SR�XLI�[IX�
beach. A well suddenly opened up and I saw myself at the 
bottom. And I was gripped by the horror of the unknown, 
that mysterious beauty so desired, which seemed to have 
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swooped down on my soul like a bird of prey, covering it 
entirely, to devour it.

What I see inside this abominable bleeding hole comes 
from time, from myself, from within. 

Paper target, freed from its ring. The prison of the orbit.  

In the sun the shadow is clear cut, singular and dense.   
We cant take a step without treading on it. 

I have just heard my laugh which has barely changed.  And 
I understood that in the face of the sea, of love, of all 
the elemental forces, we so willingly surrender,  age no 
longer exists, nor sex nor even any person, nor perhaps 
any possibility of separating souls and bodies that seek to 
come together.

I shall stand upright, rigid with the desire to fall.

Bitternesses, the sea, the only lover, whose arms are 
always open.

The waves of sleep wouldn’t have me and threw me back 
broken onto the reefs of life.

Chapter VII  N O N  (greed, fear, self-pride)

The iris on which I cannot put make-up.

But where has the hostess retreated to? There behind 
the spyhole of the eyelids, two black points of mistrust, 
mathematical points stand watch, perpetually on guard. 
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And right at the back of the slot used for breathing, a 
bitten tongue.  

Hit the most visible, full in the blackness. And to make 
sure you don’t miss in front of a magnifying mirror.

&PMRHMRK� SRIWIPJ� XS� WII� FIXXIV�� QEOMRK� WTEVOW� ¾]� F]�
striking at shadows. Strike the deafening silence to make 
it a tractable friend, strike syntax and rhythm and verb 
hard to draw out the water of death. 

The intensity, the shame, could be enough if it hasn’t died, 
its barely alive,  The despised right eye furious squirts its 
sympathetic ink.

And the left eye renouncing itself, its royal robes, its 
QMVEGPIW��½REPP]�HSIWR´X�HEVI�XS�PSSO�EX�MXWIPJ���

Do you fear to show your teeth?  To dare to laugh without 
holding back, to let your reaction drive you to weeping? 
To what end? Your calm too will betray you. Smiling is the 
province of women.  

Another kind of courage. The courage to be repulsive.   
You have to have gone through that. In the end you have 
to go through it. Our cowardly impulses don’t change 
anything about that.   

Curiosity keeps me alert, confronted with the face of a 
man, skin pot holed. Rutted, course grained, but white.  
7GYPP� ¾EX�� JSVILIEH� GSZIVIH� [MXL� LIQT�� 2SWI�� QSYXL�
swollen. The absent gaze of the eyes, pit, well, without 
colour, without impact.  Perfect horizon where I move 
forward, where I plunge, as an ex ray passes above my 



head. I strain to believe that the image is out of focus. I 
squeeze, dilate, pulpate, the astonished diaphragm of my 
eyes 

0SZI´��³GSRWGMIRGI´��7IP¾IWWRIWW��-��.I[MWL�XS�XLI�TSMRX�SJ�
using my sins for my salvation, of putting my by-products 
to work, my eye hooked over the edge of my own waste-
bin!

Why does God force me to change faces, to wreak havoc 
with my deplorable qualities?   

It’s almost done. All that is left is the tensed end of the 
½RKIV���XLI�VSYRH�QSYXL��VIEH]�XS�LS[P��XLI�FYPPIX��XLI�
leap, the fear, the circle of darkness growing larger.

I’ve had enough of repairing, eking life out, this rottenness, 
this suffering. Let’s go for the fastest done: to the 
photographer’s studio, to the guillotine, to the brothel, 
in my arms…

The unsociable one.

At least when one is alone, alone at last, only one enemy 
remains to be conquered.

A silence stands between us, a stubbornness. It must 
be my father. Yet he’s straining to understand, and I’m 
straining to persuade us, him, my own heart and this man.. 
Yet the minute I feel my destiny yield and crack, in short 
XLI�GPMGO�SJ�HIWMVI�� -� XYVR�ERH�¾II��WLSYXMRK�ERH�WTMXXMRK�
out my soul, denying and renouncing my conquest, hurling 
abuse at my star.
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Chapter VIII  I O U  (self-pride)

Feminism is already there in the fairy-tales, Our magicians 
will show these little boys that they can do without those 
dry wet-nurses.   

If you dared to look closer, her face would be simply a 
mask, her body a straw mannequin.

It is no good veiling ourselves with masks, putting make up 
on them. Perhaps we only  accentuate the imperfections 
of the hidden face, yet it would be pointless to tire of 
these games, better to pile it on more.?

I want to change skin. Tear the old one from me.



Why am I unravelled the minute I close my eyes? 

Chapter IX  H U M  (fear)

The whiteness of hands, of all skin visible or guessed at.  
The phantom is complete.

8LI�QSWX�MRWMKRM½GERX�TYTTIX�FIPMIZIW�LIVWIPJ�EW�YRMUYI��
as the Virgin Mary. 

-R�E�¾EXXIVMRK�QMVVSV�+SH�WQMPIW�EX�LMW�QSYXL�EW�LI�ETTPMIW�
lipstick.

I enter. I put myself between them. Never again will He 
forget that Medusa herself was made in his image. 

Confused amid the invisible, all of you unbelievers will pass 
right through me, without hurting yourselves, without 
even knowing.  

May He come at last, the Magnate, the Catalyst, the 
shadowy beauty. Always active and never broken into. 
The one who does not go from door to door proclaiming 
his power. The one who will enter my body without 
knocking, let him come. 

After him, strong from him, all I will have to do is appear. 

As soon as I come out of my dreams and imagine making 
my entry into the World, I hear doors slam shut. The 
GYVXEMR�[EW�VEMWIH�½ZI�XMQIW��QE]FI�WM\��&YX�MR�XLI�IRH�MX�
stayed down, on the actor. 
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Claude Cahun, edited from Aveux non avenus by Sarah Pucill. Translated 
by Rachel Gomme.

END NOTES 

I remain alone with my prey, quivering, about to escape 
from my grasp.  Alone in a crowd that is blurred, spreading 
SYX�MRXS�XLI�HMWXERGI��TSVMRK�SZIV�E�TVSFPIQ�SJ�MRWYJ½GMIRX�
gifts.



Growing up in Jersey and living in London, the exhibition Magic Mirror is a 
place where my two worlds collide.

1]�GLMPHLSSH�[EW�WTIRX�MR�7X�&VIPEHI´W�FE]��.IVWI]�[LIVI�'ELYR�PMZIH�
and is buried. Many of the scenes depicted in the show are both familiar 
ERH�HIITP]�GSRRIGXIH�XS�Q]�S[R�LMWXSV]��-´ZI�LEH�XLI�STTSVXYRMX]�XS�
ZMWMX�'ELYR´W�GSPPIGXMSRW�QER]�XMQIW�SR�XLI�MWPERH�ERH�-´Q�XLVMPPIH�XS�FI�
able to share such an important collection of work with new audiences. 
Meeting artist Sarah Pucill enabled me to see Cahun in a new light not 
just through the animation of her images but also through the deep 
rooted connections Sarah shares with Cahun and her work, from her 
IEVPMIV�[SVO�XS�LIV�PEXIWX�½PQ�Magic Mirror.

Both Cahun and Pucill share an autobiographic perception to their 
I\TPSVEXMSR�SJ�XLI�³WIPJ´�EW�E�¾YMH�ERH�TIVQIEFPI�WXEXI��YRIEWMP]�TMRRIH�
HS[R�ERH�HI½RIH�

<NK:MHK�L�GHM>L� 
 
By Karen Le Roy Harris 
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'ELYR´W�QER]�WIPZIW�QEWUYIVEHI�XLVSYKL�LIV�TLSXSKVETL]�ERH�LIV�
resistance to being bound by any one conformist category is clear; she 
VIQEMRW�EQFMKYSYW��8LI�MRXIVWIGXMSR�SJ�4YGMPP´W�TVEGXMGI�[MXL�'ELYR´W�
EHHW�XS�XLI�PE]IVMRK�ERH�JYVXLIV�GSQTPI\MX]�SJ�XLI�[SVO��4YGMPP´W�VI�WXEKMRK�
SJ�'ELYR´W�XEFPIEY\�ZMZERXW�ERH�ZMWYEPMWEXMSR�SJ�LIV�[VMXMRK�RSX�SRP]�
transforms the medium and limitations of the time in which it was made, 
but it also further questions authorship and identity as Cahun and Pucill 
become interwoven. As intended the exhibition curation becomes a 
GSPPEFSVEXMSR�SJ�FSXL�EVXMWXW´�[SVO��[MXL�'ELYR´W�FIMRK�TPEGIH�MR�E�WLEVIH�
contemporary voice and experience to which it sits so comfortably, 
HIWTMXI�WSQI�SJ�LIV�[SVOW�FIMRK�QEHI�RIEVP]�����]IEVW�EKS�

The exhibition allows the viewer to become familiar with both Cahun 
ERH�4YGMPP�[LMPWX�TEWWMRK�FEGO�ERH�JSYVXL�XLVSYKL�FSXL�EVXMWXW´�[SVO�ERH�
JSVQW���[VMXMRK��TLSXSKVETL]��½PQ��WTSOIR�[SVH��;MXLMR�XLMW�PE]IVMRK�
SJ�[SVO�ERH�VIWMWXERGI�XS�GPIEV�HI½RMXMSR�ERH�WITEVEXMSR�FIX[IIR�XLI�
EVXMWXW��'ELYR´W�¾YMH�ERH�EQFMKYSYW�WIPJ�VIQEMRW��

Magic Mirror JSVQW�TEVX�SJ�XLI�2YRRIV]�+EPPIV]´W������TVSKVEQQI��In 
Dialogue, E�]IEV�PSRK�I\TPSVEXMSR�SJ�TEVXRIVWLMTW��EVXMWXMG�MRWTMVEXMSRW�ERH�
deeply involved relationships between the artist and the muse. 

Magic Mirror�GSMRGMHIW�[MXL�XLI�.IVWI]�,IVMXEKI´W�PERHQEVO�VIXVSWTIGXMZI�
SJ��'PEYHI�'ELYR�ERH�1EVGIP�1SSVI����%�0MJI�(I½ERX��in Jersey 
Channel Islands. 

Claude Cahun and Marcel Moore 
A LIFE DEFIANT  

25 March - 6 September 2015 
Jersey Museum and Art Gallery 
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